Purchase content smarter now.

How REWE Group centralized
its content buying process
with Smint.io
Asset reuse rate
of more than 30%

No license infringements
since launch

400% user growth
in just two months

“Why did we not
have that before?”
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REWE Group
INDUSTRY
Retail and tourism
ABOUT REWE GROUP:
Employees: 360.315

The challenge:
Managing a multitude of content
providers and a huge number of
buyers
In Germany and 21 other countries, REWE Group
offers great products and innovative services that
make people’s lives more pleasant and convenient.
The enterprise is probably best known for its supermarkets (major brands like REWE, BILLA, BIPA,

Stores and travel outlets:
10.719 (Germany)
4.967 (other countries)

MERKUR, PENNY, ADEG), and its TOOM hardware

Revenue: 61.18 bn EUR (2018)

online platforms.

Headquarters: Cologne, Germany
Founded: 1927 in Cologne, Germany

store chain, but its activities also include a large
tourism division (DER Reisebüro, Kuoni) and several

The huge scale and diversity of REWE’s operations
makes processes like content buying highly complex.
Each advertising agency, marketing unit, corporate
communications or PR department likes to use their
own favorite content providers and tools to purchase
images, illustrations, videos, music or other assets.
This is why in the past, people spent way too much
time on searching for content and handling approval
processes as well as accounting. Negotiations of
agreements with content providers were not
centralized and asset prices were too high.
Redundant purchases caused increasingly high costs.
It was very hard to ﬁgure out who had purchased
which asset and where content came from. Effective
cost reporting and billing were impossible. And last
but not least, reliable license and usage rights
information was not ensured, exposing REWE Group
to a signiﬁcant risk of license infringements.
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Taking the ﬁrst steps
ment at REWE Group, identiﬁed this ﬂaw in

The solution:
Introducing the Smint.io Enterprise
Content Buying platform

REWE’s processes and took ﬁrst steps to optimize

At the same time, Smint.io, the Enterprise Content

asset pricing by negotiating central agreements

Buying platform, was being built. Smint.io focuses

with the existing content providers. Bundled user

on fully digitizing the content buying part of the

accounts enabled the users to beneﬁt from better

enterprise content supply chain. It is the ﬁrst viable

purchasing conditions. This initiative already led to

solution that fully covers the content buying process

an important advantage and to transparency about

end-to-end, from content searches to approval

purchased content.

processes, from license management to billing. After

Steffen Kujus, Head of Print- and Asset Manage-

many talks and an assessment of the solution, REWE
But most of the problems persisted. Managing a

Group chose to introduce Smint.io for its capabilities

myriad of accounts for agency users, internal and

to ﬁnally completely digitize and professionalize the

external stakeholders as well as using multiple

content buying process at REWE Group.

purchasing platforms still caused signiﬁcant
problems in terms of secondary use and billing.

Smint.io allows all stakeholders involved in the

Employees and agency users still could not easily

content buying process to easily search, ﬁnd and

search, ﬁnd and purchase content in a license-safe

purchase content from all major content sources, on a

way through one central point of access. Most of

single platform, and to stay legally compliant and cost

the interactions throughout the content buying

transparent at the same time. Smint.io is available as

process still were not digitized and done in a

a cloud service, it is fully secure, 100% transparent

manual and cumbersome way.

and made for enterprise usage.

Steffen Kujus did not want to give up. He decided

Getting started

to continue to work on ﬁxing the ongoing waste
of time and money and started to look for software

Prior to launch, the enterprise contracts of REWE

solutions that would solve the problem. However,

Group with its content providers were imported into

this was not easy. As the content buying part of the

the Smint.io contract and license management

enterprise content supply chain was a blind spot for

system. Over 60,000 assets that had been purchased

most organizations at that time and managers were

by REWE Group before launching Smint.io were

just handing over the problems associated with

seamlessly migrated from their respective content

content buying to their agencies, there were no

providers to Smint.io for reuse by the content buyers.

suppliers of standard software to solve the issue.

In addition, all 300 user accounts that REWE had to
maintain separately with each of the different content
providers were centralized into the Smint.io user
directory.
The system was ready for launch.
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The result:
A lighthouse project
The positive results when going live were instantly
visible and were exceeding the expectations of
everybody involved.
While many enterprise software suites have to
struggle with user adoption problems, people were
actively using Smint.io from one minute to the other.
Internal users as well as agencies were asking,
“Why did we not have that before?”
Within just two months after launch, the REWE user
count on Smint.io grew by more than 400%, from

Employees as well as agencies
can now easily search for and
purchase new or already
acquired assets – on a single
portal. [...] We consequently
save time and money and
eliminate the costly risks of
license infringements.
Steffen Kujus, Head of Print- and Assetmanagement,
REWE Zentral AG

an originally planned number of 300 users to over
1,200 users, with active users throughout the entire
company.
The asset reuse rates at REWE grew to more than
30%. Internal usage of already purchased assets
increased signiﬁcantly.
No license infringements have been reported since
launch. With the help of the Smint.io transaction

Features
One platform - multiple content providers
Unique contract and license management
High-security data storage
Cloud-based and highly available
Administration and user permission controls
API for system integration

protocol two license violation allegations could be
repelled easily.
Smint.io guarantees professional SLAs, and there
have been no system outages since launch up to
now.

Beneﬁts
Fully digitize the content supply chain
Save time and money
Boost reuse rates to up to 60%

With just one support request per week on average,

Avoid license risk, promote compliance

users are thoroughly happy with the system.

Boost efﬁcient collaboration
Central reporting with cost center allocation

The project is now a lighthouse project for both

Available anytime and anywhere via browser

REWE Group and Smint.io, to the beneﬁt of all our

Great user acceptance

users.
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Purchase content smarter now.

Search, ﬁnd and purchase
Get all content types from all major sources with a
single tool: one portal, one search, one search result.

Interested?
Get in touch!
welcome@smint.io

www.smint.io

